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SEVEN TIPS FOR FINDING THE BEST HR TECHNOLOGY
FOR YOUR FIVE-GENERATION WORKFORCE
According to Forbes, the HR technology market is
among the leaders in business software, at more than
$14 billion.1 While traditional systems focus on core
HR and payroll, the growth in this industry is fueled by
today’s employers demanding more functionality as
they struggle to manage engagement, culture and the
expectations of a workforce that is dispersed, diversified
and technology-dependent.
If you are a baby boomer or Generation X executive, you
are experiencing generational shifts in your workplace like
never before. With five generations making up the current
labor market, figuring out how to successfully attract,
manage and engage them is a universal challenge.
As the largest generation in today’s workforce,
millennials have taken center stage. Their attitudes and
preferences have profoundly influenced how businesses
operate. Widely connected by and reliant on technology,
they expect instant access to whatever they need. They
are perceived as unattached, unengaged and more
likely to job-hop. (However, the Pew Research Center
reports that Gen Xers were just as prone to job-hopping
as millennials at that age.2) On deck is Generation Z; like
millennials, they have a different view of the world, are
incredibly networked and have their own expectations of
the places they will work.
As employers, it can be overwhelming to navigate the
successful recruiting and serving of five generations in
the workplace. You may even be frustrated and resentful
of the demands that define the newer breed of worker.

expectations and motivations among Gen X managers
— the self-motivated, independent latchkey kids — and
Generations Y and Z. These new workers question
traditional hierarchy and the status quo. Thanks
to technology, they are more connected than any
generation before them and dependent on regular
feedback, encouragement, and external rewards and
acknowledgment. It isn’t surprising they leave some of
their managers scratching their heads, and vice versa.
Whether organizations are ready to embrace them,
these new generations of employees are present,
arriving in record numbers and quickly rising in the
management ranks as future leaders. The employee
experience you provide today will determine whose
company the best millennial managers will lead
tomorrow: yours or your competitor’s.
For employers and executives open to changing the status
quo, this can be an exciting time for your organization.
Fresh perspectives drive innovation. And according to
Steve Jobs, “Innovation is the only way to win.”
If winning to you means better understanding your
workforce, leading a transformation in culture and
engagement, or attracting and retaining the talent
needed to grow your business, Paycom can help.
Your workforce technology sets the foundation for
the employee experience you are able to provide your
workers; ultimately, they determine the fate of your
business. To identify the best technology to create a
winning workforce, consider the following seven tips:

Although not everyone will fall into their generational
stereotype, it may help explain the difference in

GENERATION Z

(born after 2000)

make up more of the GLOBAL POPULATION (25%) than any
other generation. By 2020, they will be out of school, making up
20% of the GLOBAL WORKFORCE right behind millennials.3
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TIP 1: UNDERSTAND THE DIFFERENCES IN HR TECH PROVIDERS
To attract and retain a tech-native workforce, HR must automate and streamline the processes that affect
employees. Paper forms are unacceptable. Entering the same contact information into different applications — such
as a benefits portal, time and attendance tool or learning management system — is cumbersome and inefficient.
The goal should be to consolidate your workforce applications into one easy-to-use platform. The technological
interactions between your employees and your company must be intuitive and helpful, or they can negatively
impact your employer brand and your ability to attract and retain talent.
We recommend adopting one workforce solution that simplifies and supports all employee, manager and HR
functionality. However, not every single-solution provider operates the same way; therefore, it is important to
know exactly what you are getting when you make this type of buying decision.

SINGLE-SOURCE VS. SINGLE-APPLICATION SOLUTIONS
Modern interfaces have evolved tremendously in presenting a visually pleasing front end to a convoluted back-end
solution for HR technology. Understanding the differences in how software is developed and supported can go a long
way in eliminating future headaches and the risk of deploying HR tech with the potential to alienate employees.
• Partnership providers partner with other vendors to offer full-service functionality. This requires the integration
of several products and lacks a single source for support. Integration is messy, takes up IT resources and often
provides inconsistent and inaccurate reporting data when systems don’t sync correctly. It also can require
multiple logins to third-party programs for users.
• Acquisition providers acquire technology instead of developing software organically. They may have a full suite of
services, but because the programs were not built to work together, they likely operate in different programming
languages. Because the back-end integration is so difficult to maintain, new software developments and
enhancements are often nonexistent. The user experience may be cumbersome with a high learning curve, and
reliable, comprehensive reporting is typically difficult to obtain. Executives can’t make sound business decisions
on bad information, and IBM estimates the yearly cost of poor-quality data in the U.S. at $3.1 trillion.4
• Single-application providers develop all software functionality to work together in one convenient program so
the workflow is seamless. For example, applicants can enter their contact information when they apply, and it
populates throughout the system when they are hired. The automatic data flow applies to employee changes,
payroll and every other piece of information entered into the system. It’s entered once and it’s done.
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This automates a vast number of HR processes to improve productivity, accuracy, compliance and reporting, and
enables the instant access to feedback and information that newer generations expect. With single-application
providers like Paycom, everything employees need works together within one database to provide the best
experience for your workforce.

TIP 2: CHOOSE TECHNOLOGY THAT SUPPORTS YOUR EMPLOYER
BRAND AND HIRING STRATEGY
The labor market continues to challenge employers with too many applicants, yet not enough talent. A lot of
focus centers on the employee experience, which truly starts when they’re still a candidate. The best technology
will provide the tools you need to brand your online recruiting and application processes, and shepherd the
candidate’s journey into your organization.

MAKE APPLYING EASY
If I were interested in a job opening you had, how would I learn about it? If you only post job openings on your
website, you are missing an abundance of potential hires. Ensuring your job postings are highly visible is the first step
in making applying easy for applicants.
Advertise available positions on social media, and encourage your employees to share them. Post to online job
boards, as well as other places your best candidates might look, including associations, professional organizations,
universities and special-interest sites.
Today’s tech-dependent culture has no patience for cumbersome application processes. Wherever an applicant finds
you, it should be intuitive for him or her to apply for one or multiple positions within your organization. Make it easy for
applicants to enter and upload their information, and get confirmation you received it.

RECRUITING
HAS

5X

more IMPACT on company REVENUE and PROFITS than
all other HR functions.
—The Boston Consulting Group
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WIN WITH EFFICIENCY
You know how important it is to move quickly when you have a job opening — not only for the productivity of your
business, but also to avoid losing applicants in the hiring process. Your workforce technology should include a
robust applicant tracking system like Paycom’s — one that streamlines job requisitions, posts to job sites, prioritizes
applicants, schedules interviews and initiates offers. According to an MRINetwork recruiting study, lengthy hiring
practices are the main reason companies are unable to keep top candidates engaged and, ultimately, to accept an
offer of employment.6
Specific features such as knockout questions and streamlined job board management can make a big difference to
recruiters in the speed in which they can fill positions.
Additionally, as a single-application solution, Paycom offers the ability to check for potential tax credits and run
background checks from within its HR technology, which is a major time-saver. Onboarding is also a critical
component of hiring, and when you can automate that process, it’s a win for everyone.

TIP 3: PRIORITIZE ONBOARDING FUNCTIONALITY THAT ENGAGES
EMPLOYEES
Retention starts with a great onboarding experience. Research from The Aberdeen Group reports that
organizations with a standard onboarding process experience gains among new hires of 54% in productivity and
50% in retention.7 Recruiting teams and hiring managers put enormous effort into sourcing, interviewing and
extending offers to ideal candidates. By the time a candidate has accepted your job offer, considerable time and
resources already have been invested. Keep them interested with an engaging onboarding strategy, so that your
company’s investment pays off.

MIND THE GAP
One of the biggest mistakes employers make is not minding the gap between when a candidate accepts a job offer
and his or her start date. In that time, the new hire is left vulnerable to counteroffers and/or competing employers.
With regular communication, you can help increase a new hire’s excitement and engagement with your organization,
reducing your no-show rate and improving the overall efficiency of your recruiting efforts.

PREBOARD
Nothing beats a personal greeting from their new manager, but HR technology that empowers you to initiate
preboarding activities can go a long way in improving the new-hire experience. With Paycom, new hires can log into
their employee self-service tool before they start, and easily navigate a guided checklist of onboarding tasks.
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Access to videos that provide a peek at the company’s culture and to a handbook outlining policies and procedures
can be the confidence-builder that new hires need to feel comfortable and connected on day one. Another Aberdeen
study shows that best-in-class companies are 35% more likely to begin onboarding prior to the new hire’s first day on
the job.8
Having the ability to enroll in benefits and complete new-hire documentation electronically — such as I-9s, W-4s and
other company-required forms — can be the difference in a first day mired in paperwork or spent with quality time
meeting the team and learning the specifics of the job.

POSTBOARD
Successful onboarding strategies do not end on day one or when the paperwork is filed. They should incorporate
ongoing initiatives to ensure new employees understand their purpose and have a career and development path that
includes the training they need to thrive. Having performance goals, on-demand learning opportunities and the ability
to provide feedback about their experience, all within an intuitive self-service application like Paycom’s, is exactly the
kind of technology Gen Y and Z employees expect, and all generations will appreciate.

TIP 4: HR TECH SHOULD HELP YOU POSITIVELY IMPACT CULTURE
AND ENGAGEMENT
Whether your organization has 200 locations nationwide or employs thousands of remote workers, mobile
technology is the communication conduit for bringing everyone together. Paycom offers an employee self-service
tool for the convenience of its clients’ employees.

67%

of millennials are engaged at work when
they strongly agree that the mission or
purpose of their company makes them
feel their job is important. 9
—Gallup
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PRIORITIZE COMMUNICATION
Set your expectations high for workforce software that opens the door to communication opportunities. Most
organizations already use an employee self-service tool, but very few do so to its full potential. Can your employees
open an app to watch a 30-second video from your CEO, thanking them for their service and recognizing a coworker’s big win? That could be significantly motivational and powerful in helping a workforce know their CEO cares
and notices the work they do. An American Psychological Association study found that employees who feel valued
report high levels of engagement, satisfaction and motivation to do their best work.10

ASK FOR FEEDBACK
The C-suite, managers and HR can’t just talk about open-door policies; they must ask for regular feedback and be
prepared to use it. Millennials are eager to share their ideas and opinions, and appreciate an open and convenient
platform to provide them. They are used to an online environment in which they regularly are asked to rate and review
products and services. Pulse surveys they can complete on their smartphone, tablet, laptop or desktop computer
will encourage completion rates. If they aren’t given that opportunity, they are more likely to separate from your
organization before going to HR to report dissatisfaction with their job.
To engage members of your workforce, it is important to know how they truly feel, and then prioritize your
engagement initiatives around that data. Don’t assume you know what they are thinking; instead, use Paycom’s
survey functionality to determine:
• what they value in an employer
• what needs to change in order to empower them to do their best work
• what keeps your top performers excited to stay
Survey technology within a self-service system helps signify to employees that they matter, and that you care how
they feel and what they think. You can use the insight you gather to drive any changes that harm your ability to
engage and retain your people. The feedback you receive also may be an idea for your next big product, an innovative
approach to improving customer satisfaction, or the solution to filling any gaps in diversity and inclusion initiatives.

FOSTER LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT
Research shows learning and development are a top driver of retention in your millennial workforce. Members of this
group are engaged when they know their purpose, can track their performance and have the resources to develop the
skills and job knowledge required to succeed. Paycom is among the best workforce technology that offers employees
self-service access to talent management tools such as on-demand learning courses, training paths, goals and
performance management.
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87%

of millennials rate professional or career
growth and development opportunities
as important to them in a job.
—Gallup

TIP 5: EASE OF USE MATTERS MOST FOR SUCCESSFUL ADOPTION
A 2017 HR.com survey found that among all aspects of self-service software, employees care most about ease of
use.12 If your plan is to implement new workforce technology to drive key initiatives throughout your organization,
it’s going to be very difficult if your people cannot or will not use it. In fact, a recent survey of more than 1,200
organizations found that almost 50% have not fully adopted the HR technology they already have purchased.13

Considerations for successful employee adoption include:
• Is it accessible at any time, from anywhere, via any device?
• Does it operate as an app?
• Is it intuitive enough to use that it doesn’t require training?
• Can one login allow access for all employee functionality, including:
»» onboarding forms (electronic I-9s, W-4s)

»» goals and performance reviews

»» pay vouchers and W-2s

»» employee directory

»» time clocks/timesheets, work schedules

»» internal job postings

»» accruals and PTO requests

»» on-demand learning courses and
training paths

»» contact information
»» expense reports
»» company documents

»» surveys
»» company messages

»» benefits information and enrollment
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Typically, an employee self-service buy is owned by HR as part of an overall HR technology purchase, but concerns of
other key stakeholders should be considered:

EXECUTIVES
• How easy is it to pull the analytics needed to make critical business decisions?
• Is there a dashboard that can be monitored daily from a mobile device for important insight on head count,
turnover, overtime, etc.?
• How comprehensive is the reporting for companies with multiple locations or business entities?

MANAGERS
• How easy is it to approve employee timesheets and time-off requests?
• Can they easily create employee schedules?
• Can they assign goals and track employee progress?
• Can they quickly open job requisitions, see applications as soon as they come in and actively participate in the
hiring process through applicant tracking tools?
• Can they monitor their teams’ hours worked?
• Can they initiate employee change requests without having to go to HR?
• Can they do everything from their phone?

HR EMPLOYEES
• Will they be able to stop manually entering and updating employee data by empowering your employees and
managers with self-service tools?
• How many HR processes can be automated that currently require multiple systems and paper forms?
• Which compliance requirements can be automated that rely on the accurate tracking and reporting of
employee data?
HR technology is an enterprisewide buy that can have a positive economic, functional and cultural impact on your
business. However, to experience the full ROI, it must be easy enough to use that your entire workforce will embrace
its adoption. Paycom is committed to providing the functionality to meet the needs of stakeholders across your
organization in one easy-to-use software.
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TIP 6: DO YOUR DUE DILIGENCE
You obviously care about your company’s employee experience or you wouldn’t be reading this white paper.
An important responsibility of being a great employer is protecting your employees’ sensitive information. HR
technology can hold a variety of highly confidential data, including bank account information, Social Security
numbers, medical reports and other data you are legally required to safeguard. You should know to whom you
plan to grant access.
Do your research on your potential vendors to find the one that has the functionality you need and the assurances
you require.
Request proof for the following questions you should ask of potential HR technology providers:
• Do you have a long history of profitability and financial success?
• Are you privately held, publicly traded or venture capital-funded?
• Are you insured for at least $100 million?
• How many clients do you have and how large is your geographic footprint?
• Do you undergo SSAE 16/SOC 1 audits of internal controls?
• Are your quality management processes ISO 9001-certified?
• Are you ISO 27001-certified? (This certification is the gold standard for data security, and “ISO 27001-compliant”
is not the same thing.)
• What are your procedures for information sharing and staff training?
• How long has your software been cloud-based?
• Can you provide documentation on the security of your technology infrastructure?
• What are your procedures for data storage and handling?
• What is your business continuity plan?
• What are the data protection features within your software? (secure logins, audit trails, 256-bit data encryption,
custom user access, etc.)
The more control a provider has over its offering, the more reliable its answers should be. If it licenses someone else’s
product or partners for any piece of a solution set that you potentially would use, you should verify the partner’s
stability and security procedures as well. Your workforce expects the technology you provide will be secure and keep
their data safe.
As a publicly traded company, Paycom provides information about its finances and operations on its investor relations
website at investors.Paycom.com.
BEST WORKFORCE TECHNOLOGY
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TIP 7: EXPECT A SERVICE MODEL AS COMMITTED TO YOUR
SUCCESS AS YOU ARE
Successful workforce technology adoption requires buy-in across your organization. How equipped is your
potential vendor to help you lead a smooth implementation of its product across all stakeholders and serve as a
partner that provides support throughout your relationship? Use the following questions to gain better insight on
the type of service you can expect.

IMPLEMENTATION
• Do they outsource implementation or provide it as a service?
• Who leads the implementation process?
• How involved is the salesperson who sold you on the product(s)?
• Is there a detailed implementation plan?
• Who will configure your new system with your data?
• What resources are available to train HR users, managers and employees?
• Are you able to train on-site, or would you have to go to an off-site location?
• Do you have to pay for training?
• What communication resources are available to get employees excited about the switch?

ONGOING CUSTOMER SERVICE
Your HR team likely will be the users reaching out to your provider for help. Their ability to get what they need, when
they need it, can greatly affect their ability to serve your workforce. Poor customer service from your HR tech vendor
can result in a poor employee experience with HR. Consider addressing the following questions:
• What resources do they provide for training beyond implementation?
• Will you have a dedicated point of contact or call-center support after implementation?
• Can you contact one person for any question, or do you have to contact different people depending on the
product, e.g., time and attendance support, benefits support, payroll support?
• If you have to call for an urgent issue, will you be able to talk to a person immediately or be channeled through
an automated phone system?
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• How quickly are calls and emails returned?
• How well-trained and experienced is their customer service staff?
• Can you contact a list of references to verify their answers?

CONSULTATIVE CARE
As your business changes, your HR technology needs may change, too. But you want to be able to provide your
employees a long-term solution in their workforce software. Research the following to see if your potential vendor will
be the best fit for you and your employees now and in the future.
• Does your potential vendor offer representatives to help you implement best practices in the use of their
technology?
• Can they help analyze your needs and offer additional solutions or changes in processes?
• Will they proactively follow up with you to verify your usage and satisfaction with your technology purchase?
• How often are they enhancing their product? (Ask for a specific number of software releases in the past year.)
• How quickly can they implement sudden, compliance-driven updates regarding employment law?
• Do they take development requests from customers? If so, how are they prioritized?
Paycom takes a different approach to customer service in order to provide our clients the support they need to be
successful. You have dedicated teams throughout implementation, as well as a multitude of free training resources,
including on-site instruction and a dedicated specialist with expertise on all aspects of our software. There is no
automated phone system to go through when you call, so your payroll and HR teams can get immediate assistance.
Ensuring you have had a successful adoption and providing best-practice advisement are the responsibilities of client
relations representatives, who help Paycom’s software scale with the size of your workforce as your needs evolve.
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CONCLUSION
Today’s workers will not settle for outdated and cumbersome technology. You want an HR software provider as
committed to cutting-edge functionality as the tech brands your employees use daily.
Paycom offers the security, service model and comprehensive, single-application functionality recommended
in this white paper. Request a meeting and we can help you make this important decision not only for the
generations in your workforce today, but also for those to come.

TOP TAKEAWAYS FOR FINDING THE BEST WORKFORCE TECHNOLOGY
• The five generations in the workforce present unique challenges for today’s employers, requiring new tools and
technology to help bridge gaps in expectations, culture and communication.
• When searching for a full-service HR software, prioritize those developed as a single application for a better
user experience, reliable reporting, easier compliance processes and overall improvements in efficiency and
productivity.
• Don’t overlook the candidate experience and the importance of a robust applicant tracking technology to
attract and hire the best candidates quickly.
• Elevate your onboarding strategy with tools for preboarding, electronic form completion and early access to
learning and development.
• Survey functionality is a critical piece to understanding what your workforce is thinking and feeling, in addition
to showing them that you care.
• Communication tools can help improve culture by keeping employees connected to the company mission,
important announcements, performance expectations, recognition and more.
• Learning and development is a top driver of retention that also helps employees do their jobs better, leading to
improvements in engagement, productivity and customer satisfaction.
• Ease of use is the most important factor for employees when adopting new workforce technology.
• A change in workforce technology has an impact on multiple stakeholders who care about different things,
such as executive analytics, HR automation, manager self-service and employee self-service. All needs should
be considered before making this type of enterprise buy.
• Be diligent in your review of possible providers by asking for proof for important questions, such as financial
history, ISO certifications, business continuity plans, etc.
• Implementation, ongoing customer service and a strategy for your long-term success with their product are
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critical elements to being a true partner for your business. Get the assurances you need to make an informed
decision that you won’t regret later as your business needs grow and change.
• Paycom offers HR technology to create a winning workforce across all generations. Intuitive and user-friendly,
our software provides the comprehensive functionality your stakeholders need, and we are committed to
providing the service required for the success of your business.
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